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Department	of	Fine	Arts,	A.M.U.	Aligarh	
List	of	New	Courses	introduced	during	the	last	Five	Years	

	
S.	
No.	

Name	of	the	Course		 Progra
mme	
name	

Progra
mme	
Code	

Course	
Code	

Year	of	
Introd-	
uction	

1	 Drawing	 BFA	 BFAB	 BFA3071	
BFA4071	
BFA5071	
BFA6071	
BFA7071	
BFA8071	

2015	

2	 Photography	 BFA	 BFAB	 BFA3074	
BFA4074	
BFA5074	
BFA6074	
BFA7074	
BFA8074	

2015	

3	 Computer	Graphics	 BFA	 BFAB	 BFA3075	
BFA4075	

2015	

4	 Computer	Graphics-Advanced	 BFA	 BFAB	 BFA5075	
BFA6075	

2015	

5	 Project	based	on	the	visit	to	any	
Art	Gallery	or	Museum	or	Craft	
Center	

BFA	 BFAB	 BFA50P1	
BFA60P1	

2015	

6	 Project	based	on	Educational	
Tour/Project	based	on	the	study	
of	the	artwork	of	any	one	
recognized	artist	or	artisan	

BFA	 BFAB	 BFA80P1	 2015	

7	 Computer	Graphics	 MFA	 FAMM	 MFM1072	
MFM2072	

2015	

8	 Digital	Art	 MFA	 FAMM	 MFM4073	 2015	
9	 Miniature	Painting	 MFA	 FAMM	 MFM1073	

MFM2073	
MFM3072	
MFM4072	

2015	

10	 Installation	 MFA	 FAMM	 MFM3074	
MFM4074	

2015	

11	 Project	based	on	Educational	
Tour/Project	based	on	social	
awareness	

MFA	 FAMM	 MFM2076	 2015	

12	 Short	term	internship	with	any	
reputed	artist	in	India/Field	
work	based	on	Folk,	Tribal	or	
any	Living	Tradition	in	India.		

MFA	 FAMM	 MFM3076	 2015	
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-I-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-1072, Computer Graphics 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Elective - Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
The paper aims to engage students to learn to communicate messages visually through a combination 
of words, sound, video, artwork and other forms of media. They receive practical and classroom 
training in the use of design technology, including software programs, cameras, digital recording 
equipment and various other tools.  
Develop analytical approach to compare traditional art practices with contemporary art and 
incorporate the use of technology. 
 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to use contemporary media as an extension to creative explorations.  
2. Ability to utilize the art and technology interface for creative outcomes.  
3. Technical proficiency to use various tools, methods and processes of computer graphics.  
4. Ability to demonstrate a sustained artistic engagement with socio-political realities and 
intensive investigation of contemporary critical issues.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Practical exercises based on the use of computer technology and multi-media tools.  
2. Practices encouraging the evolution of independent artworks.  

… 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-I-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-1073, Miniature Painting 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Elective - Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
To engage with the skills and traditional techniques of miniature painting. 
To develop a critical awareness and sensibility of the use of traditional conventions in contemporary 
art practices.  
To work out the possibilities of a fusion between the traditional and contemporary visual art 
vocabulary. 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to use the formal and aesthetic vocabulary and techniques of traditional Indian 
miniature painting.  
2. Ability to integrate the theoretical knowledge of miniature traditions with their art practice.  
3. Ability to seek fusion between the old and declining traditions and the contemporary mode 
of art practice.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Practical exercises based on the application of skills and aesthetic or formal paradigms of 
miniature traditions.  
2. Practices based on the integration and fusion to evolve an innovative and independent 
artwork.  

… 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-II-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-2072, Computer Graphics 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Elective - Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
The paper aims to engage students to learn to communicate messages visually through a combination 
of words, sound, video, artwork and other forms of media. They receive practical and classroom 
training in the use of design technology, including software programs, cameras, digital recording 
equipment and various other tools.  
Develop analytical approach to compare traditional art practices with contemporary art and 
incorporate the use of technology. 
 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to use contemporary media as an extension to creative explorations.  
2. Ability to utilize the art and technology interface for creative outcomes.  
3. Technical proficiency to use various tools, methods and processes of computer graphics.  
4. Ability to demonstrate a sustained artistic engagement with socio-political realities and 
intensive investigation of contemporary critical issues.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Practical exercises based on the use of computer technology and multi-media tools.   
2. Practices encouraging the evolution of independent artworks.   
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-II-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-2073, Miniature Painting 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Elective - Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
To engage with the skills and traditional techniques of miniature painting. 
To develop a critical awareness and sensibility of the use of traditional conventions in contemporary 
art practices.  
To work out the possibilities of a fusion between the traditional and contemporary visual art 
vocabulary. 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to use the formal and aesthetic vocabulary and techniques of traditional Indian 
miniature painting.  
2. Ability to integrate the theoretical knowledge of miniature traditions with their art practice.  
3. Ability to seek fusion between the old and declining traditions and the contemporary mode 
of art practice.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Practical exercises based on the application of skills and aesthetic or formal paradigms of 
miniature traditions.  
2. Practices based on the integration and fusion to evolve an innovative and independent 
artwork.  

… 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS (M.F.A.) IN PAINTING 

Course Number and Title:  MFM-2076, Project based on Educational Tour/Project 
based on social awareness 
Credits:   02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):   
Type of Course:  Project  
Course Assessment:             Sessional (Assignment)  (40%) 
                          End-Sem. Examination:   
                                               (Submission of Project Report) 60% 
   
Course Objectives:  
 
Project based on the Educational Tour to any site of cultural significance, archeological sites, 
Art Galleries or Museum. The Educational Tour will take place at least once in an academic 
Semester. The project will comprise of: The student’s firsthand experience with monuments, 
art or artifacts. 	
Interaction with caretakers of the monument, art curators, Gallery owners, Museum 
director/s, etcetera	
To write a brief synopsis highlighting the experience.	
OR 
Project based on social awareness: Students will be required to choose any subject of social 
relevance and develop a project.  
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to develop a research aptitude and engage with monuments of historical 
significance, archeological sites or any other space or site of cultural importance.  
2. Research ability to engage critically with social issues and develop a project.  
3. Ability to develop research methodology and writing skills to review an archeological 
sight, monument or museum.  
 
 
Evaluation: 
 
The evaluation will be based on the submission of project report followed by interview and 
PowerPoint presentation. 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-III-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-3072, Miniature Painting 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Elective – Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
To engage with the skills and traditional techniques of miniature painting. 
To develop a critical awareness and sensibility of the use of traditional conventions in contemporary 
art practices.  
To work out the possibilities of a fusion between the traditional and contemporary visual art 
vocabulary. 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to apply the formal and aesthetic vocabulary of traditional Indian miniature 
painting and use their techniques and materials.  
2. Ability to integrate the historical significance and theoretical knowledge of miniature 
traditions with their art practice.  
3. Ability to seek fusion between the old and declining traditions and the contemporary mode 
of art practice.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Practical exercises based on the application of skills and aesthetic or formal paradigms of 
miniature traditions.  
2. Practices based on the integration and fusion to evolve an innovative and independent 
artwork.  
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-III-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-3074, Installation 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Elective – Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
Experimentation with the aim to transform day-to-day ordinary objects into art forms. 
The course provides an opportunity to incorporate a broad range of everyday, organic or actual 
materials, which are often chosen for their "evocative" qualities, as well as new media such as video, 
sound, performance, immersive virtual reality and the Internet.  
 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to experiment with found objects, actual material, unconventional material, and 
alternate spaces.  
2. Ability to develop a post-studio approach to art and engages with actual space to create a 
specific environment.  
3. Ability to make art an interactive and immersive experience where the audience can enter 
into or be a part of it.  
4. Ability to produce art works that have the potential to respond to cultural, social, political 
or environmental issues.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Exercises based on developing a practical understanding of installation as a new medium 
by referring to seminal examples of installation art.  
2. Encourage students to explore the use of unconventional materials, alternate spaces, and 
interactive methods so that the work engages in a social or political dialogue with the 
audience.  

… 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-III-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:  MFM-3076, Short-time internship to work with any 
reputed artist in India/ Field work based on Folk, Tribal or any living tradition in India.   
Credits:   02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):   
Type of Course:  Project (Ability Enhancement - Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:             Sessional (Assignment) (40%) 
                          End-Sem. Examination:   
                                               (Submission of Project Report) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
The course encourages the students to have a firsthand experience with any reputed artist or artisan in 
India and get hands-on experience.  
The project will involve the production of work under the supervision or in collaboration with the 
artist/artisan. 
Or 
Develop a survey-based project on any form of living art traditions of India.  
 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Opportunity to work under direct supervision of a reputed artist or artisan.  
2. Ability to develop a critical understanding and intimate insight into the living traditions of 
India.  
3. Explore possibilities to incorporate the aesthetic content and visual vocabulary of living 
traditions and develop an individual work.  
4. Ability to develop research methodology and writing skills to review the work and style of 
folk, tribal living traditions.  
 
Evaluation: 
 
The evaluation will be based on the submission of project report followed by interview and 
PowerPoint presentation. 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-IV-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-4072, Miniature Painting 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Ability Enhancement -Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
Develop a cultural, aesthetic and structural awareness of miniature painting traditions and its 
appropriation in the contemporary art practices.   
Explore the possibilities of a fusion between the pictorial idioms of traditional miniature and 
contemporary visual art vocabulary.  
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to apply the formal and aesthetic vocabulary of traditional Indian miniature 
painting and use their techniques and materials.  
2. Ability to integrate the historical significance and theoretical knowledge of miniature 
traditions with their art practice.  
3. Ability to seek fusion between the old and declining traditions and the contemporary mode 
of art practice.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Practical exercises based on the application of skills and aesthetic or formal paradigms of 
miniature traditions.  
2. Practices based on the integration and fusion to evolve an innovative and independent 
artwork.  
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-IV-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-4073, Digital Art 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Ability Enhancement - Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
Develop a critical understanding about the current developments in information technology and its 
impact on visual culture.  
The course encourages inter-disciplinary approach to art practice by combining traditional visual 
idioms with the diverse variety of contemporary mediums.  
Aiming at critical articulation of contemporary mediums and create works that respond to cultural, 
social, political, and environmental issues. 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Analyze and explore experimentation by means of the intersection between traditional art forms 
and contemporary mediums of information and communication.  
2. Ability to produce impactful works that aim to respond to cultural, social, political, and 
environmental issues.  
3. Creative use of new mediums such as photography, text, digital image, audio, video 
etcetera 
4. Ability to utilize or juxtapose actual materials with virtual mediums.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Practical exercises based on the use of multi-media to explore new possibilities.  
2. Exercises to explore the integration of traditional methods and materials with information 
technology to develop an independent work.  

… 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS M.F.A. (PAINTING) MFA-IV-SEM. 

Course Number and Title:   MFM-4074, Installation 
Credits:    02 
Contact Hours (L-T-P):  0-1-4 
Type of Course:   Practical (Elective - Discipline Centric) 
Course Assessment:   Sessional (5 hour) (40%) 
     End-Sem. Examination (5 hours) 60% 
 
Course Objectives:  
 
Experimentation with the aim to transform day-to-day ordinary objects into art forms. 
The course provides an opportunity to incorporate a broad range of everyday, organic or actual 
materials, which are often chosen for their "evocative" qualities, as well as new media such as video, 
sound, performance, immersive virtual reality and the Internet.  
 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
1. Ability to experiment with found objects, actual material, unconventional material, and 
alternate spaces.  
2. Ability to develop a post-studio approach to art and engages with actual space to create a 
specific environment.  
3. Ability to make art an interactive and immersive experience where the audience can enter 
into or is a part of.  
4. Ability to produce art works that have the potential to respond to cultural, social, political 
or environmental issues.  
 
Syllabus: 
 
List of practical exercises conducted in the Studio: 
 
1. Exercises based on developing a practical understanding of installation as a new medium 
by referring to seminal examples of installation art.  
2. Encourage students to explore the use of unconventional materials, alternate spaces, and 
interactive methods so that the work engages in a social or political dialogue with the 
audience.  

… 
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